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About This Book
Activities in this book include one or more pages. They have not been placed in any particular 
order, and they span dizzy dogs to curious cats and include every possible pet in between!

The facing page is a sample layout of activity directions. All musical scores and reproducible 
manipulatives are included with the activities.

About the CD and Digital Downloads
Each activity denotes use, optional use, or no use of the CD or the iTunes 
download. See p. 8 for complete information on accessing iTunes and 
downloading referenced selections. Bonus Tracks (see the Index) have been added 
to the CD for your enjoyment. Use them as Playalongs and sing-alongs, and for 
free dancing, as desired. Activity directions are not included for these tracks.

Language and Literacy
•	 A consistent thread of language and literacy occurs throughout all activities.

•	 Language activities include conversation, initial consonants, rhyming words, 
syllabification, listening, sound discrimination, phonological awareness, and so on.

•	 Activities link to literacy awareness through the use of printed, sequential, and 
dramatic storytelling.

•	 Some activities (entitled “Literature Connection”) are based on popular children’s 
storybooks.   

•	 Many activities suggest posting alphabet letters to encourage literacy awareness. 
Choose uppercase or lowercase, according to the needs of your students.

•	 Directions for making the two mini-books can be found on p. 121.

American Sign Language
Using sign language in the early childhood classroom provides another way for 
children to learn basic concepts. Physical movement is one of the best ways 
that children learn. You do not have to be an expert to successfully teach the 
signs. Likewise, take a relaxed approach to the children’s movement, without 
“correcting” the motions they make. Just keep it fun and simple! 

All ASL signs are included in the lessons, as well as in the ASL index on pp. 122–123.
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What to Do
1. In this box, you’ll find easy-to-follow 

directions on how to lead this activity.

2. Feel free to adapt the activity to your own 
needs and the needs of your children, your 
location, etc.

3. While teaching activities, consider developing 
your own start and stop cues, such as:

a. “1, 2, ready play!”

b. “1, 2, ready stop!”

c. A director’s cut-off cue

The CD icon includes 
information on 
whether or not 
the CD or an 
iTunes Download 
is included in this 
activity as well as 
a link to the 
suggested download.

Activity Title

What You Need
This box includes a list of all the 
materials you will need for this activity. 
All reproducibles for a particular activity 
follow the activity directions. Skills or Objectives

This box includes the music and literacy 
objectives of the activity.

Extensions and Ideas 
1. “What else can I do with this activity?”  

This is the place to find even more 
ideas on how to play with this song 
and/or chant.

2. Of course, you should always feel free 
to add your own ideas and extensions.

American Sign Language
Whenever ASL is referenced in 
the lesson, look for the American 
Sign Language box to learn the 
ASL sign. For example:
DOG: With one hand, pat the lap, 
and then snap fingers.

Tip for Success
“Tip for Success” boxes include 
ideas to help make the activities 
successful.

About the Music
Some activities include a snippet 
of information about the music.



Dizzy Dogs on the Go!
by Claire D. Clark

One dog says:

“Let’s go. Woof!  Woof!  We can run in the park.”    (Run or tap feet on floor.)

“It’s hot out. I need some water.”  (Make lapping noises.)

“I’ll sit here and rest a moment.”    (Sit still.)

A second dog says:

“Oh!  There’s a squirrel. If I run fast, maybe I can catch him.”   (Run or tap feet on floor.)

“Oh, well. That was fun, even though he got away.”        

“I’m tired!  I think I’ll nap awhile.”    (Pretend to nap.)

A third dog says:

“What’s that?  A bee?  It’s going around and around my head!  Ouch! I see a bug on the ground…oh!  There 
it goes. I’ll follow it with my nose. What is that wagging behind me?  My tail!  I can catch it, I can catch it, I 
know I can!”   (Run, then turn in circles.)

All three dogs say:

“A bone!  A bone!  I found a bone!”  (Make crunching sounds.)

Child says:

“Spat! Case! Roy! Time to go home.” 
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American Sign Language
DOG: Pat your knee with your 
right hand and then snap your 
fingers as though to call the dog.

Tip for Success
While some youngsters may not fully 
comprehend the Dizzy Dogs on the Go! 
music and movement story, they will 
enjoy the opportunity to move!  Continue 
to model various movements, and by 
imitating them, they will be able to 
expand their own movement vocabulary.


